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Abstract: This article deals about learning and training system applied at the Faculty of mechanical engineering, Technical university of Košice. Important part of students’ education in the field of study named “Automotive production” at the FME, TU of Košice is to gain the skills in the field of design methods and model and prototype fabrication, automotive production organization and various aspects of automotive production, as an object of science, research and development. The article is focused on the case study.
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1 Introduction

Learning to think and learning to learn - these are the essential skills for student success in every curriculum area and academic pursuit. Modern educational practices are based on proven visual learning methodologies that help students think and learn. Modern methods of tuition, with IC technology support, became a permanent section of the university study.

2 Theoretical scope

The training initiatives at the FME, TU of Košice are based on modern education methods: project based learning, learning-by-doing, action learning, visual learning, learning by practice, digital/virtual technology supported education [1].

Project based learning method characteristics:
Students work in groups to solve challenging problems that are authentic. Learners decide how to approach a problem and activities to pursue. They gather information from a variety of sources and synthesize, analyse and derive knowledge from it. At the end, students demonstrate their newly acquired knowledge. Project based learning means systematic teaching method - learning through experiences.

Visual learning method characteristics:
Visual learning is a proven method in which ideas, concepts, data and other information are associated with images and represented graphically. With the powerful combination of visual learning and technology, students learn to:
- Clarify thoughts: students see how ideas are connected and realize how information can be grouped and organized. With visual learning, new concepts are more thoroughly and easily understood when they are linked to prior knowledge.
- Organize and analyse information: students can use schemes and plots to display large amounts of information in ways that are easy to understand and help reveal relationships and patterns.
- Integrate new knowledge: students better remember information when it's represented and learned both visually and verbally.
- Think critically: linked verbal and visual information helps students make connections, understand relationships and recall related details.

By representing information spatially and with images, students are able to focus on meaning, reorganize and group similar ideas easily, and make better use of their visual...
memory. Visual tools assist students in organizing their thinking, remembering information and many other skills necessary to participate effectively.

**Learning-by-doing method characteristics:**
The conclusion of performing the education in the form of learning-by-doing is that it leads to significantly improved results and enhances the quality of training. The main advantages compared to conventional learning are project orientation, better motivation of beneficiaries who can verify the theoretical knowledge in practice and compare their results with others and also the improvement of their innovation thinking. Bonus effect of experiential learning is permanent need of solving some trivial or more complicated problems that rise during the work and makes it a routine, what leads to enhanced self-reliance of students.

Methods offer a wide range of benefits [2]:
- overcomes the dichotomy between knowledge and thinking, helping students to "know" and "do";
- supports students in learning and practicing skills in problem solving, communication;
- encourages the development of habits of mind associated with lifelong learning and career success;
- creates positive communication and collaborative relationship among diverse groups of students;
- meets the needs of learners with varying skill levels and learning styles.

**Web-based training (WBT) method characteristics:**
Web-based training can be defined as computer-based training designed around Web technologies and intended for delivery across networks. Internet-based training, Internet-based instruction, Web-based instruction, and Web-based learning are very similar with WBT method. Characteristics [3]:
- WBT, like computer-based training, is self-directed and self-paced. WBT takes advantage of the world of hypermedia to allow the user to take control of the learning process;
- WBT may be designed as individual instruction or group instruction. WBT expands upon computer-based training with group activities like discussion forums, mail lists, and chat sessions;
- Most of the instructional elements of WBT are delivered asynchronously; that is, the user sets his own pace and direction. No other users need be online at the same time. Chat, on the other hand, is an example of a synchronous training method that supports real-time group discussions;
- WBT is interactive. Users learn a task by applying knowledge in real-world activities. Through exercises, scenarios, and simulations, users interact with information presented in WBT lessons;
- WBT is not: simply a collection of information pages or an online book;
- WBT is designed to meet pre-determined and well-defined training objectives and tests the user's knowledge to determine the effectiveness of learning. As a result of tests, the training may adapt to the user's needs or even remedy deficiencies;
- WBT provides for managed instruction, whereby scores and trainee records are retained, curricula are controlled, and managers have the tools and information they need to monitor the training.

In the next chapter of this article is presented specific example of application new learning methods at the FME, TU of Košice.

### 3 Automotive training laboratory

Laboratories of Automotive Production at the FME, TU of Košice provide R&D activities and education in bachelor, master and doctoral study. Functions [4]:
- structural analyses of modules and systems of car engine, transmission, control systems, dashboard module, bodywork, brake systems and so on (parameters, structure, material, technology, level of innovation),
- innovative projects and suggestions for production innovations in cars (structural and technological changes, design of mechanical components),
- suggestions for projecting of laboratories, testing rooms and work places for montage,
- project suggestions of test methodics and equipments for testing of automobile components,
- measurement of functional characteristics of components - function tests on cars;
- measurement of electric characteristics of electronic elements of car,
- lifespan tests of components,
- design and production of component models,
- video and CD presentations of production methods, montage of systems and modules of cars, production factories, R&D centres and testing rooms,
- searching, processing and analytical works with information for creation of innovative projects and strategies of factories, elaboration of diploma works and so on.

In this workspace it is possible to provide suitable conditions for tuition with classical as well as modern methods by a combination of various educational types – e.g. the Internet. Method based on using opportunities afforded by the newest information-communication technology is image projecting e.g. visual e-communication.

Practical work in the laboratory can be demonstrated with a 3D scanner in a real time. Students have an opportunity to see the 3D Scanner software desktop and at the same time watch the object being manipulated with it. Picture (fig.1) represents the opportunities of ICT use in tuition.

At the top on the top left hand side of the picture we can see a visual view of manipulation with the scanner projected from the 3D camera to the PC, and then beamed live onto the Internet. On the right hand side is software desktop on which students are able to watch software at work seeing the progress of manipulation being performed with the 3D scanner.

The images is then being simultaneously saved on a server and at the same time projected live on internet which enables e-Teaching – tuition via internet. Students have the opportunity to watch the practice in classes on Internet or to see it from a record kept on the server in a database.

Demonstration is illustrated at fig. 2.

**Fig. 1:** Various views within the 3D digitalization.

**Fig. 2:** e-Teaching using Polycom PVX software

4 Example of application new learning methods: Students Project ICAR

Students’ car ICAR 2010 was introduced in 2011 at the Technical University of Košice. Name of the students’ car is inferred from „Innovation Car student project“. Car is actual project based on learning-by-doing education and
training conception for Automotive production engineering study plan at the FME, TU of Košice.

Goal of this project was to design and to produce full functional car for free time, which could represent capabilities, knowledge and skills of the students in study programme “Automotive production”. The car should impress with his originality, aggression, speed, and innovative features, sport look and should address young generation.

Project was designed to simulate real production plan in automotive companies, with real restrictions and with didactic goal of maximum team creativity.

Project was planned in these parts:
- to generate the concept variants of car;
- design proposals;
- graphic and computer proposals;
- reviews;
- prototyping;
- technical solutions, calculations and experiments;
- production and testing.

In 2009 obtained department of automotive production in cooperation whit partners from corporate sector damaged but functional car Skoda Fabia, which became a base for the ICAR project. After some technical modifications, functional platform accrued for future production steps. The preparing works lasted for 1 year. During this year students generated variants of new car, the design was specified, technical solution for door hinges was constructed, and that kind of preparations. All this proposals were in students powers. Though it was a prototype, bodyshell was made from fiberglass and other composite materials. The surface finishing composed final visual effect.

ICAR features:
- Materials applied: fiberglass, carbon, plastic, upholstery materials;
- Type: two seat roadster;
- Innovations: original interior and bodyshell whit vertical doors, increased engine power.

Technical specifications are described in tab. 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tab. 1: Technical specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L/H/W[mm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheel base [mm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheel spacing [mm]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cylinder valve fuel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Concept design
Single steps in concept design are illustrated on figures 3 to 5.

Fig. 3: First sketches

First sketches were made in the preparation phase on base of department layout by students. There were several proposals. The final proposal was approved by entire team.

Fig. 4: CAD modelling (CATIA)

After sketching proposals a CAD model was created in CATIA. This model served for exact measurement and to fit new bodyshell to the Fabia platform.

Fig. 5: Final CAD model

Bodysshell and interior
Figure 6 shows prepared Skoda Fabia platform before bodyshell production.
The bodyshell base parts were produced from polystyrene. These were removed after the fiberglass shell was made (fig. 7; 8). All bodyshells’ parts were made separately after the polystyrene base was made. The parts from polystyrene were taken away from base platform and after that handled.

The original Fabias’ dashboard was fully made-over (fig. 9). In the centre of dashboard was installed tablet, which has been connected to car control unit. Via tablet is connection to internet, navigation and entertainment possible (fig. 10; 11).
Project resuming

After ICARs introducing, there were some modifications made. Our thoughts were to innovate the car parts to the next level, such as proposition of a new design, applying new materials and other modifications. Nowadays there are 2 after projects running:

- new carbon shell seats – project fully in students management: design, materials;
- new door back mirrors – design, materials.

The ICAR project evoked interests between students. So we’re standing against the challenge to build additional better and innovative cars.

5 Conclusions

The conclusion of performing the education and training in the form and using the approaches and methods described is that it leads to significantly improved results and enhances the quality of training.

ICAR project’s contributions except the view of ability to build such car at Mechanical Faculty are:

- It emphasizes the need of supporting the automotive production study especially in innovations integration sphere.
- It emphasizes the need of flow of work between study classes.
- It extends technological and area options for experimental students work.
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